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Abstract. Program synthesis is the mechanised construction of software. One of the main diﬃculties is the eﬃcient exploration of the very
large solution space, and tools often require a user-provided syntactic
restriction of the search space. We propose a new approach to program
synthesis that combines the strengths of a counterexample-guided inductive synthesizer with those of a theory solver, exploring the solution space
more eﬃciently without relying on user guidance. We call this approach
CEGIS(T ), where T is a ﬁrst-order theory. In this paper, we focus on one
particular challenge for program synthesizers, namely the generation of
programs that require non-trivial constants. This is a fundamentally diﬃcult task for state-of-the-art synthesizers. We present two exemplars, one
based on Fourier-Motzkin (FM) variable elimination and one based on
ﬁrst-order satisﬁability. We demonstrate the practical value of CEGIS(T )
by automatically synthesizing programs for a set of intricate benchmarks.

1

Introduction

Program synthesis is the problem of ﬁnding a program that meets a correctness
speciﬁcation given as a logical formula. This is an active area of research in which
substantial progress has been made in recent years.
In full generality, program synthesis is an exceptionally diﬃcult problem, and
thus, the research community has explored pragmatic restrictions. One particularly successful direction is Syntax-Guided Program Synthesis (SyGuS) [2]. The
key idea of SyGuS is that the user supplements the logical speciﬁcation with
a syntactic template for the solution. Leveraging the user’s intuition, SyGuS
reduces the solution space size substantially, resulting in signiﬁcant speed-ups.
Unfortunately, it is diﬃcult to provide the syntactic template in many practical applications. A very obvious exemplar of the limits of the syntax-guided
approach are programs that require non-trivial constants. In such a scenario, the
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syntax-guided approach requires that the user provides the exact value of the
constants in the solution.
For illustration, let’s consider a user who wants to synthesize a program that
rounds up a given 32-bit unsigned number x to the next highest power of two. If
we denote the function computed by the program by f (x), then the speciﬁcation
can be written as x < 231 ⇒f (x)&(−f (x)) = f (x) ∧ f (x) ≥ x ∧ 2x ≥ f (x). The
ﬁrst conjunct forces f (x) to be a power of two, the other requires it to be the
next highest. A possible solution for this is given by the following C program:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

x=x −1;
x |= x
x |= x
x |= x
x |= x
x |= x
x=x +1;

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

1;
2;
4;
8;
16;

It is improbable that the user knows that the constants in the solution are
exactly 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and thus, she will be unable to explicitly restrict the
solution space. As a result, synthesizers are very likely to enumerate possible
combinations of constants, which is highly ineﬃcient.
In this paper we propose a new approach to program synthesis that combines
the strengths of a counterexample-guided inductive synthesizer with those of a
solver for a ﬁrst-order theory in order to perform a more eﬃcient exploration
of the solution space, without relying on user guidance. Our inspiration for this
proposal is DPLL(T ), which has boosted the performance of solvers for many
fragments of quantiﬁer-free ﬁrst-order logic [16,23]. DPLL(T ) combines reasoning about the Boolean structure of a formula with reasoning about theory facts
to decide satisﬁability of a given formula.
In an attempt to generate similar technological advancements in program synthesis, we propose a new algorithm for program synthesis called CounterExampleGuided Inductive Synthesis(T ), where T is a given ﬁrst-order theory for which
we have a specialised solver. Similar to its counterpart DPLL(T ), the CEGIS(T )
architecture features communication between a synthesizer and a theory solver,
which results in a much more eﬃcient exploration of the search space.
While standard CEGIS architectures [19,30] already make use of SMT solvers,
the typical role of such a solver is restricted to validating candidate solutions and
providing concrete counterexamples that direct subsequent search. By contrast,
CEGIS(T ) allows the theory solver to communicate generalised constraints back
to the synthesizer, thus enabling more signiﬁcant pruning of the search space.
There are instances of more sophisticated collaboration between a program
synthesizer and theory solvers. The most obvious such instance is the program
synthesizer inside the CVC4 SMT solver [27]. This approach features a very
tight coupling between the two components (i.e., the synthesizer and the theory
solvers) that takes advantage of the particular strengths of the SMT solver by
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reformulating the synthesis problem as the problem of refuting a universally
quantiﬁed formula (SMT solvers are better at refuting universally quantiﬁed
formulae than at proving them). Conversely, in our approach we maintain a
clear separation between the synthesizer and the theory solver while performing
comprehensive and well-deﬁned communication between the two components.
This enables the ﬂexible combination of CEGIS with a variety of theory solvers,
which excel at exploring diﬀerent solution spaces.
Contributions
– We propose CEGIS(T ), a program synthesis architecture that facilitates the
communication between an inductive synthesizer and a solver for a ﬁrst-order
theory, resulting in an eﬃcient exploration of the search space.
– We present two exemplars of this architecture, one based on Fourier-Motzkin
(FM) variable elimination [7] and one using an oﬀ-the-shelf SMT solver.
– We have implemented CEGIS(T ) and compared it against state-of-the-art
program synthesizers on benchmarks that require intricate constants in the
solution.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
The Program Synthesis Problem

Program synthesis is the task of automatically generating programs that satisfy
a given logical speciﬁcation. A program synthesizer can be viewed as a solver for
existential second-order logic. An existential second-order logic formula allows
quantiﬁcation over functions as well as ground terms [28].
The input speciﬁcation provided to a program synthesizer is of the form
∃P. ∀x . σ(P, x ), where P ranges over functions (where a function is represented
by the program computing it), x ranges over ground terms, and σ is a quantiﬁerfree formula.
2.2

CounterExample Guided Inductive Synthesis

CounterExample-Guided Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS) is a popular approach to
program synthesis, and is an iterative process. Each iteration performs inductive
generalisation based on counterexamples provided by a veriﬁcation oracle. Essentially, the inductive generalisation uses information about a limited number of
inputs to make claims about all the possible inputs in the form of candidate
solutions.
The CEGIS framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 and consists of two phases:
the synthesis phase and the veriﬁcation phase. Given the speciﬁcation of the
desired program, σ, the inductive synthesis procedure generates a candidate
program P ∗ that satisﬁes σ(P ∗ , x ) for a subset x inputs of all possible inputs. The
candidate program P ∗ is passed to the veriﬁcation phase, which checks whether
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no solution

c
UNSAT

solution P ∗

Fig. 1. CEGIS block diagram

it satisﬁes the speciﬁcation σ(P ∗ , x ) for all possible inputs. This is done by
checking whether ¬σ(P ∗ , x ) is unsatisﬁable. If so, ∀x.¬σ(P ∗ , x ) is valid, and we
have successfully synthesized a solution and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise,
the veriﬁer produces a counterexample c from the satisfying assignment, which
is then added to the set of inputs passed to the synthesizer, and the loop repeats.
The method used in the synthesis and veriﬁcation blocks varies in diﬀerent CEGIS implementations; our CEGIS implementation uses Bounded Model
Checking [8].
2.3

DPLL(T )

DPLL(T ) is an extension of the DPLL algorithm, used by most propositional
SAT solvers, by a theory T . We give a brief overview of DPLL(T ) and compare
DPLL(T ) with CEGIS(T ).
Given a formula F from a theory T , a propositional formula Fp is created
from F in which the theory atoms are replaced by Boolean variables (the “propositional skeleton”). The standard DPLL algorithm, comprising Decide, Boolean
Constraint Propagation (BCP), Analyze-Conflict and BackTrack, generates an assignment to the Boolean variables in Fp , as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
theory solver then checks whether this assignment is still consistent when the
Boolean variables are replaced by their original atoms. If so, a satisfying assignment for F has been found. Otherwise, a constraint over the Boolean variables
in Fp is passed back to Decide, and the process repeats.
In the very ﬁrst SMT solvers, a full assignment to the Boolean variables
was obtained, and then the theory solver returned only a single counterexample,
similar to the implementations of CEGIS that are standard now. Such SMT
solvers are prone to enumerating all possible counterexamples, and so the key
improvement in DPLL(T ) was the ability to pass back a more general constraint
over the variables in the formula as a counterexample [16]. Furthermore, modern
variants of DPLL(T ) call the theory solver on partial assignments to the variables
in Fp . Our proposed, new synthesis algorithm oﬀers equivalents of both of these
ideas that have improved DPLL(T ).
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Fig. 2. DPLL(T ) with theory propagation

3

Motivating Example

In each iteration of a standard CEGIS loop, the communication from the veriﬁcation phase back to the synthesis phase is restricted to concrete counterexamples.
This is particularly detrimental when synthesizing programs that require nontrivial constants. In such a setting, it is typical that a counterexample provided
by the veriﬁcation phase only eliminates a single candidate solution and, consequently, the synthesizer ends up enumerating possible constants.
For illustration, let’s consider the trivial problem of synthesizing a function
f (x) where f (x) < 0 if x < 334455 and f (x) = 0, otherwise. One possible
solution is f (x) = ite (x < 334455)−10, where ite stands for if then else.
In order to make the synthesis task even simpler, we are going to assume that
we know a part of this solution, namely we know that it must be of the form
f (x) = ite (x < ?) −1 0, where “?” is a placeholder for the missing constant that
we must synthesize. A plausible scenario for a run of CEGIS is presented next:
the synthesis phase guesses f (x) = ite (x < 0) −1 0, for which the veriﬁcation
phase returns x = 0 as a counterexample. In the next iteration of the CEGIS
loop, the synthesis phase guesses f (x) = ite(x < 1)−1 0 (which works for x = 0)
and the veriﬁer produces x = 1 as a counterexample. Following the same pattern,
the synthesis phase will enumerate all the candidates
f (x) = ite (x < 2) −1 0
...
f (x) = ite (x < 334454) −1 0
before ﬁnding the solution. This is caused by the fact that each of the concrete
counterexamples 0, . . . , 334454 eliminate one candidate only from the solution
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space. Consequently, we need to propagate more information from the veriﬁer
to the synthesis phase in each iteration of the CEGIS loop.
Proving Properties of Programs. Synthesis engines can be used as reasoning
engines in program analysers, and constants are important for this application.
For illustration, let’s consider the very simple program below, which increments
a variable x from 0 to 100000 and asserts that its value is less than 100005 on
exit from the loop.
1
2
3

i n t x =0;
w h i l e ( x <=100000) x++;
a s s e r t ( x <100005);

Proving the safety of such a program, i.e., that the assertion at line 3 is not
violated in any execution of the program, is a task well-suited for synthesis (the
Syntax Guided Synthesis Competition [5] has a track dedicated to synthesizing
safety invariants). For this example, a safety invariant is x < 100002, which holds
on entrance to the loop, is inductive with respect to the loop’s body, and implies
the assertion on exit from the loop.
While it is very easy for a human to deduce this invariant, the need for a nontrivial constant makes it surprisingly diﬃcult for state-of-the-art synthesizers:
both CVC4 (version 1.5) [27] and EUSolver (version 2017-06-15) [3] fail to ﬁnd
a solution in an hour.

4
4.1

CEGIS(T )
Overview

In this section, we describe the architecture of CEGIS(T ), which is obtained by
augmenting the standard CEGIS loop with a theory solver. As we are particularly
interested in the synthesis of programs with constants, we present CEGIS(T )
from this particular perspective. In such a setting, CEGIS is responsible for
synthesizing program skeletons, whereas the theory solver generates constraints
over the literals that denote constants. These constraints are then propagated
back to the synthesizer.
In order to explain the main ideas behind CEGIS(T ) in more detail, we
ﬁrst diﬀerentiate between a candidate solution, a candidate solution skeleton,
a generalised candidate solution and a ﬁnal solution.
Definition 1 (Candidate solution). Using the notation in Sect. 2.2, a program P is a candidate solution if ∀xinputs .σ(P, xinputs ) is true for some subset
xinputs of all possible x.
Definition 2 (Candidate solution skeleton). Given a candidate solution
P , the skeleton of P , denoted by P [?], is obtained by replacing each constant in
P with a hole.
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Fig. 3. CEGIS(T )

Definition 3 (Generalised candidate solution). Given a candidate solution skeleton P [?], we obtain a generalised candidate P [v] by filling each hole in
P [?] with a distinct symbolic variable, i.e., variable vi will correspond to the i-th
hole. Then v = [v1 , . . . , vn ], where n denotes the number of holes in P [?].
Definition 4 (Final solution). A candidate solution P is a ﬁnal solution if
the formula ∀x.σ(P, x) is valid.
Example 1 (Candidate solution, candidate solution skeleton, generalised candidate solution, final solution). Given the example in Sect. 3, if x inputs = {0},
then f (x) = −2 is a candidate solution. The corresponding candidate skeleton
is f [?](x) = ? and the generalised candidate is f [v1 ](x) = v1 . A ﬁnal solution for
this example is f (x) = ite (x < 334455) −1 0.
The communication between the synthesizer and the theory solver in
CEGIS(T ) is illustrated in Fig. 3 and can be described as follows:
– The CEGIS architecture (enclosed in a red rectangle) deduces the candidate
solution P ∗ , which is provided to the theory solver.
– The theory solver (enclosed in a blue rectangle) obtains the skeleton P ∗ [?]
of P ∗ and generalises it to P ∗ [v ] in the box marked constant removal.
Subsequently, Deduction attempts to ﬁnd a constraint over v describing
those values for which P ∗ [v ] is a ﬁnal solution. This constraint is propagated
back to CEGIS. Whenever there is no valuation of v for which P ∗ [v ] becomes
a ﬁnal solution, the constraint needs to block the current skeleton P ∗ [?].
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The CEGIS(T ) algorithm is given as Algorithm 1 and proceeds as follows:
– CEGIS synthesis phase: checks the satisﬁability of ∀x inputs . σ(P, x inputs )
where x inputs is a subset of all possible x and obtains a candidate solution P ∗ .
If this formula is unsatisﬁable, then the synthesis problem has no solution.
– CEGIS verification phase: checks whether there exists a concrete counterexample for the current candidate solution by checking the satisﬁability of
the formula ¬σ(P ∗ , x ). If the result is UNSAT, then P ∗ is a ﬁnal solution to
the synthesis problem. If the result is SAT, a concrete counterexample cex
can be extracted from the satisfying assignment.
– Theory solver: if P ∗ contains constants, then they are eliminated, resulting
in the P ∗ [?] skeleton, which is afterwards generalised to P ∗ [v ]. The goal of
the theory solver is to ﬁnd T -implied literals and communicate them back to
the CEGIS part in the form of a constraint, C(P, P ∗ , v ). In Algorithm 1, this
is done by Deduction(σ, P ∗ [v ]). The result of Deduction(σ, P ∗ [v ]) is of the
following form: whenever there exists a valuation of v for which
 the current
skeleton P ∗ [?] is a ﬁnal solution, res = true and C(P, P ∗ , v ) = i=1·n vi = ci ,
where ci are constants; otherwise, res = false and C(P, P ∗ , v ) needs to block
the current skeleton P ∗ [?], i.e., C(P, P ∗ , v ) = P [?] = P ∗ [?].
– CEGIS learning phase: adds new information to the problem speciﬁcation.
If we did not use the theory solver (i.e., the candidate P ∗ found by the
synthesizer did not contain constants or the problem speciﬁcation was out of
the theory solver’s scope), then the learning would be limited to adding the
concrete counterexample cex obtained from the veriﬁcation phase to the set
x inputs . However, if the theory solver is used and returns res = true, then
the second element in the tuple contains valuations for v such that P ∗ [v ] is
a ﬁnal solution. If res = false, then the second element blocks the current
skeleton and needs to be added to σ.

4.2

CEGIS(T ) with a Theory Solver Based on FM Elimination

In this section we describe a theory solver based on FM variable elimination.
Other techniques for eliminating existentially quantiﬁed variables can be used.
For instance, one might use cylindrical algebraic decomposition [9] for speciﬁcations with non-linear arithmetic. In our case, whenever the speciﬁcation σ does
not belong to linear arithmetic, the FM theory solver is not called.
As mentioned above, we need to produce a constraint over variables v describing the situation when P ∗ [v ] is a ﬁnal solution. For this purpose, we consider
the formula ∃x . ¬σ(P ∗ [v ], x ), where v is a satisﬁability witness if the speciﬁcation σ admits a counterexample x for P ∗ . Let E(v ) be the formula obtained
by eliminating x from ∃x . ¬σ(P ∗ [v ], x ). If ¬E(v ) is satisﬁable, any satisﬁability
witness gives us the necessary valuation for v :

vi = ci .
C(P, P ∗ , v ) =
i=1·n
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Algorithm 1. CEGIS(T )
1: function CEGIS (T )(speciﬁcation σ)
2:
while true do
3:
/* CEGIS synthesis phase */
4:
if ∀x inputs .σ(P, x inputs ) is UNSAT then return Failure;
5:
else
6:
P ∗ = satisﬁability witness for ∀x inputs .σ(P, x inputs );
7:
/* CEGIS verification phase */
8:
if ¬(σ(P ∗ , x )) is UNSAT then return Final solution P ∗ ;
9:
else
10:
cex = satisﬁability witness for ¬(σ(P ∗ , x ));
11:
/* Theory solver */
12:
if P ∗ contains constants then
13:
Obtain P ∗ [?] from P ∗ ;
14:
Generalise P ∗ [?] to P ∗ [v ];
15:
(res, C(P, P ∗ , v )) = Deduction(σ, P ∗ [v ]);
16:
end if
17:
end if
18:
end if
19:
/* CEGIS learning phase */
20:
if res then

21:
C(P, P ∗ , v ) is of the form i=1·n vi = ci .
∗
22:
return Final solution P [c];
23:
else
24:
σ(P, x ) = σ(P, x ) ∧ C(P, P ∗ , v );
25:
x inputs = x inputs ∪ {cex };
26:
end if
27:
end while
28: end function

If ¬E(v ) is UNSAT, then the current skeleton P ∗ [?] needs to be blocked. This
reasoning is supported by Lemma 1 and Corollary 1.
Lemma 1. Let E(v) be the formula that is obtained by eliminating x from
∃x. ¬σ(P ∗ [v], x). Then, any witness v# to the satisfiability of ¬E(v) gives us
a final solution P ∗ [v# ] to the synthesis problem.
Proof. From the fact that E(v ) is obtained by eliminating x from
∃x . ¬σ(P ∗ [v ], x ), we get that E(v ) is equivalent with ∃x . ¬σ(P ∗ [v ], x ) (we use
≡ to denote equivalence):
E(v ) ≡ ∃x . ¬σ(P ∗ [v ], x ).
Then:

¬E(v ) ≡ ∀x . σ(P ∗ [v ], x ).

Consequently, any v # satisfying ¬E(v ) also satisﬁes ∀x . σ(P ∗ [v ], x ). From
∀x . σ(P ∗ [v # ], x ) and Deﬁnition 4 we get that P ∗ [v # ] is a ﬁnal solution.
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Corollary 1. Let E(v) be the formula that is obtained by eliminating x from
∃x. ¬σ(P ∗ [v], x). If ¬E(v) is unsatisfiable, then the corresponding synthesis problem does not admit a solution for the skeleton P ∗ [?].
Proof. Given that ¬E(v ) ≡ ∀x . σ(P ∗ [v ], x ), if ¬E(v ) is unsatisﬁable, so is
∀x . σ(P ∗ [v ], x ), meaning that there is no valuation for v such that the speciﬁcation σ is obeyed for all inputs x .
For the current skeleton P ∗ [?], the constraint E(v ) generalises the concrete counterexample cex (found during the CEGIS veriﬁcation phase) in
the sense that the instantiation v # of v for which cex failed the speciﬁcation, i.e., ¬σ(P ∗ [v # ], cex ), is a satisﬁability witness for E(v ). This is true as
E(v ) ≡ ∃x . ¬σ(P ∗ [v ], x ), which means that the satisﬁability witness (v # , cex )
for ¬σ(P ∗ [v ], x ) projected on v is a satisﬁability witness for E(v ).
Disjunction. The speciﬁcation σ and the candidate solution may contain disjunctions. However, most theory solvers (and in particular the FM variable
elimination [7]) work on conjunctive fragments only. A naı̈ve approach could
use case-splitting, i.e., transforming the formula into Disjunctive Normal Form
(DNF) and then solving each clause separately. This can result in a number of
clauses exponential in the size of the original formula. Instead, we handle disjunction using the Boolean Fourier Motzkin procedure [20,32]. As a result, the
constraints we generate may be non-clausal.
Applying CEGIS(T ) with FM to the Motivational Example. We recall
the example in Sect. 3 and apply CEGIS(T ). The problem is
∃f.∀x. x < 334455 → f (x) < 0 ∧ x ≥ 334455 → f (x) = 0
which gives us the following speciﬁcation:
σ(f, x) = (x ≥ 334455 ∨ f (x) < 0) ∧ (x < 334455 ∨ f (x) = 0).
The ﬁrst synthesis phase generates the candidate f ∗ (x) = 0 for which the veriﬁcation phase returns the concrete counterexample x = 0. As this candidate
contains the constant 0, we generalise it to f ∗ [v1 ](x) = v1 , for which we get
σ(f ∗ [v1 ], x) = (x ≥ 334455 ∨ v1 < 0) ∧ (x < 334455 ∨ v1 = 0).
Next, we use FM to eliminate x from
∃x.¬(σ(f ∗ [v1 ], x)) = ∃x.(x < 334455 ∧ v1 ≥ 0) ∨ (x ≥ 334455 ∧ v1 = 0).
Note that, given that formula ¬σ(f ∗ [v1 ], x) is in DNF, for convenience we directly
apply FM to each disjunct and obtain E(v1 ) = v1 ≥ 0 ∨ v1 = 0, which characterises all the values of v1 for which there exists a counterexample. When negating E(v1 ) we get v1 < 0 ∧ v1 = 0, which is UNSAT. As there is no valuation of
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v1 for which the current f ∗ is a ﬁnal solution, the result returned by the theory
solver is (false, f [?] = f ∗ [?]), which is used to augment the speciﬁcation. Subsequently, a new CEGIS(T ) iteration starts. The learning phase has changed the
speciﬁcation σ to
σ(f, x) = (x ≥ 334455 ∨ f (x) < 0) ∧ (x < 334455 ∨ f (x) = 0) ∧ f [?] = ?.
This forces the synthesis phase to pick a new candidate solution with a diﬀerent
skeleton. The new candidate solution we get is f ∗ (x) = ite (x < 100) −3 1, which
works for the previous counterexample x = 0. However, the veriﬁcation phase
returns the counterexample x = 100. Again, this candidate contains constants
which we replace by symbolic variables, obtaining
f ∗ [v1 , v2 , v3 ](x) = ite (x < v1 ) v2 v3 .
Next, we use FM to eliminate x from
∃x.¬(σ(f ∗ [v1 , v2 , v3 ], x)) =
∃x.¬(x ≥ 334455 ∨ (x < v1 → v2 < 0 ∧ x ≥ v1 → v3 < 0)∧
x < 334455 ∨ (x < v1 → v2 = 0 ∧ x ≥ v1 → v3 = 0)) =
∃x.¬((x ≥ 334455 ∨ x ≥ v1 ∨ v2 < 0) ∧ (x ≥ 334455 ∨ x < v1 ∨ v3 < 0)∧
(x < 334455 ∨ x ≥ v1 ∨ v2 = 0) ∧ (x < 334455 ∨ x < v1 ∨ v3 = 0)) =
∃x.(x < 334455 ∧ x < v1 ∧ v2 ≥ 0) ∨ (x < 334455 ∧ x ≥ v1 ∧ v3 ≥ 0)∨
(x ≥ 334455 ∧ x < v1 ∧ v2 = 0) ∨ (x ≥ 334455 ∧ x ≥ v1 ∧ v3 = 0).
As we work with integers, we can rewrite x < 334455 to x ≤ 334454 and x <
v1 to x ≤ v1 − 1. Then, we obtain the following constraint E(v1 , v2 , v3 ) (as
aforementioned, we applied FM to each disjunct in ¬σ(f ∗ [v1 , v2 , v3 ], x))
E(v1 , v2 , v3 ) = v2 ≥0 ∨ (v1 ≤ 334454 ∧ v3 ≥ 0) ∨ (v1 ≥ 334456 ∧ v2 = 0) ∨ v3 = 0

whose negation is
¬E(v1 , v2 , v3 ) = v2 < 0 ∧ (v1 > 334454 ∨ v3 < 0) ∧ (v1 < 334456 ∨ v2 = 0) ∧ v3 = 0

A satisﬁability witness is v1 = 334455, v2 = −1 and v3 = 0. Thus, the result
returned by the theory solver is (true, v1 = 334455 ∧ v2 = −1 ∧ v3 = 0), which is
used by CEGIS to obtain the ﬁnal solution
f ∗ (x) = ite (x < 334455) −1 0 .
4.3

CEGIS(T ) with an SMT-based Theory Solver

For our second variant of a theory solver, we make use of an oﬀ-the-shelf
SMT solver that supports quantiﬁed ﬁrst-order formulae. This approach is more
generic than the one described in Sect. 4.2, as there are solvers for a broad range
of theories.
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Recall that our goal is to obtain a constraint C(P, P ∗ , v ) that either characterises the valuations of v for which P ∗ [v ] is a ﬁnal solution or blocks P ∗ [?]
whenever no such valuation exists. Consequently, we use the SMT solver to check
the satisﬁability of the formula
Φ = ∀x . σ(P ∗ [v ], x ).
If Φ is satisﬁable, then any satisﬁability witness cgives us a valuation for v
such that P ∗ is a ﬁnal solution: C(P, P ∗ , v ) = i=1·n vi = ci . Conversely,
if Φ is unsatisﬁable then C(P, P ∗ , v ) must block the current skeleton P ∗ [?]:
C(P, P ∗ , v ) = P [?] = P ∗ [?].
Applying SMT-based CEGIS(T ) to the Motivational Example. Again,
we recall the example in Sect. 3. We will solve it by using SMT-based CEGIS(T )
for the theory of linear arithmetic. For this purpose, we assume that the synthesis
phase ﬁnds the same sequence of candidate solutions as in Sect. 3. Namely, the
ﬁrst candidate is f ∗ (x) = 0, which gets generalised to f ∗ [v1 ](x) = v1 . Then, the
ﬁrst SMT call is for ∀x. σ(v1 , x), where
σ(v1 , x) = (x≥334455 ∨ v1 < 0) ∧ (x < 334455 ∨ v1 = 0).
The SMT solver returns UNSAT, which means that C(f, f ∗ , v1 ) = f [?] = ?.
The second candidate is f ∗ (x) = ite (x < 100) − 3 1, which generalises to
f ∗ [v1 , v2 , v3 ](x) = ite (x < v1 ) v2 v3 . The corresponding call to the SMT solver
is for ∀x. σ((ite (x < v1 ) v2 v3 ), x), for which we obtain the satisﬁability witness
v1 = 334455, v2 = −1 and v3 = 0. Then C(f, f ∗ , v1 , v2 , v3 ) = v1 = 334455 ∧ v2 =
−1 ∧ v3 = 0, which gives us the same ﬁnal solution we obtained when using FM
in Sect. 3.

5
5.1

Experimental Evaluation
Implementation

Incremental Satisfiability Solving. Our implementation of CEGIS may sometimes perform hundreds of loop iterations before ﬁnding the correct solution.
Recall that the synthesis block of CEGIS is based on Bounded Model Checking
(BMC). Ultimately, this BMC module performs calls to a SAT solver. Consequently, we may have hundreds of calls to this SAT solver, which are all very
similar (the same base speciﬁcation with some extra constraints added in each
iteration). This makes CEGIS a prime candidate for incremental SAT solving.
We implemented incremental solving in the synthesis block of CEGIS.
5.2

Benchmarks

We have selected a set of bitvector benchmarks from the Syntax-Guided Synthesis (SyGuS) competition [4] and a set of benchmarks synthesizing safety invariants and danger invariants for C programs [10]. All benchmarks are written in
SyGuS-IF [26], a variant of SMT-LIB2.
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Given that the syntactic restrictions (called the grammar or the template)
provided in the SyGuS benchmarks contain all the necessary non-trivial constants, we removed them completely from these benchmarks. Removing just the
non-trivial constants and keeping the rest of the grammar (with the only constants being 0 and 1) would have made the problem much more diﬃcult, as
the constants would have had to be incrementally constructed by applying the
operators available to 0 and 1.
We group the benchmarks into three categories: invariant generation, which
covers danger invariants, safety invariants and the class of invariant generation
benchmarks from the SyGuS competition; hackers/crypto, which includes benchmarks from hackers-delight and cryptographic circuits; and comparisons, composed of benchmarks that require synthesizing longer programs with comparisons, e.g., ﬁnding the maximum value of 10 variables.
5.3

Experimental Setup

We conduct the experimental evaluation on a 12-core 2.40 GHz Intel Xeon E52440 with 96 GB of RAM and Linux OS. We use the Linux times command to
measure CPU time used for each benchmark. The runtime is limited to 600 s per
benchmark. We use MiniSat [12] as the SAT solver, and Z3 v4.5.1 [22] as the
SMT-solver in CEGIS(T ) with SMT-based theory solver. The SAT solver could,
in principle, be replaced with Z3 to solve benchmarks over a broader range of
theories.
We present results for four diﬀerent conﬁgurations of CEGIS:
–
–
–
–

CEGIS(T )-FM: CEGIS(T ) with Fourier Motzkin as the theory solver;
CEGIS(T )-SMT: CEGIS(T ) with Z3 as the theory solver;
CEGIS: basic CEGIS as described in Sect. 2.2;
CEGIS-Inc: basic CEGIS with incremental SAT solving.

We compare our results against the latest release of CVC4, version 1.5. As
we are interested in running our benchmarks without any syntactic template,
the ﬁrst reason for choosing CVC4 [6] as our comparison point is the fact that
it performs well when no such templates are provided. This is illustrated by the
fact that it won the Conditional Linear Integer Arithmetic track of the SyGuS
competition 2017 [4], one of two tracks where a syntactic template was not used.
The other track without syntactic templates is the invariant generation track, in
which CVC4 was close second to LoopInvGen [24]. A second reason for picking
CVC4 is its overall good performance on all benchmarks, whereas LoopInvGen
is a solver specialised to invariant generation.
We also give a row of results for a hypothetical 4-core implementation, as
would be allowed in the SyGuS Competition, running 4 conﬁgurations in parallel: CEGIS(T )-FM, CEGIS(T )-SMT, CEGIS, and CEGIS-Inc. A link to the full
experimental environment, including scripts to reproduce the results, all benchmarks and the tool, is provided in the footnote as an Open Virtual Appliance
(OVA)1 .
1

www.cprover.org/synthesis.
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Table 1. Experimental results – for every set of benchmarks, we give the number
of benchmarks solved by each conﬁguration within the timeout and the average time
taken per solved benchmark
Conﬁguration

inv
# s

CEGIS(T )-SMT

33 33.1 4

2.5

3 195.5

16 14.0

56 34.1

CEGIS(T )-FM

16 93.1 4

52.8

1

0.06

12

0.7

33 51.8

CEGIS

16 31.3 4

52.0

1

0.03

14

5.3

35 22.4

CEGIS-Inc

16 39.4 5 167.4

1

0.03

14

4.2

36 42.4

Multi-core

33 32.5 5

3 194.7

16

3.8

57 38.3

CVC4
# benchmarks

hackers
# s

92.2

comparisons other
# s
# s

6

6.5 6

0.002 7

0.006 11

0.003 30

48

6

7

19

80

CVC4 with grammar

4 45.8 0

0

6

# benchmarks with grammar

8

7

16

5.4

total
# s

3

2.4

1.3

10 19.8
34

Results

The results are given in Table 1. In combination, our CEGIS combination (i.e.,
CEGIS multi-core) solves 27 more benchmarks than CVC4, but the average time
per benchmark is signiﬁcantly higher.
As expected, both CEGIS(T )-SMT and CEGIS(T )-FM solve more of the
invariant generation benchmarks which require synthesizing arbitrary constants
than CVC4. Conversely, CVC4 performs better on benchmarks that require synthesizing long programs with many comparison operations, e.g., ﬁnding the maximum value in a series of numbers. CVC4 solves more of the hackers-delight and
cryptographic circuit benchmarks, none of which require constants.
Our implementation of basic CEGIS (and consequently of all conﬁgurations
built on top of this) only increases the length of the synthesized program when
no program of a shorter length exists. Thus, it is expensive to synthesize longer
programs. However, a beneﬁt of this architecture is that the programs we synthesize are the minimum possible length. Many of the expressions synthesized by
CVC4 are very large. This has been noted previously in the Syntax-Guided Synthesis Competition [5], and synthesizing without the syntactic template causes
the expressions synthesized to be even longer.
Although CEGIS-Inc is quicker per iteration of the CEGIS loop than basic
CEGIS, the average time per benchmark is not signiﬁcantly better because of the
variation in times produced by CEGIS. We hypothesise that the use of incremental solving makes CEGIS-Inc more prone to getting stuck exploring “bad” areas
of the solution space than basic CEGIS, and so it requires more iterations than
basic CEGIS for some benchmarks. The incremental solving preserves clauses
learnt from any conﬂicts in previous iterations, which means that each SAT solving iteration will begin from exactly the same state as the previous one. The basic
implementation doesn’t preserve these clauses and so is free to start exploring a
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new part of the search space each iteration. These eﬀects could be mitigated by
running multiple incremental solving instances in parallel.
In order to validate the assumption that CVC4 works better without a template than with one where the non-trivial constants were removed (see Sect. 5.2),
we also ran CVC4 on a subset of the benchmarks with a syntactic template
comprising the full instruction set we give to CEGIS, plus the constants 0 and 1.
Note for some benchmarks it is not possible to add a grammar because the
SYGUS-IF language does not allow syntactic templates for benchmarks that
use the loop invariant syntax. With a grammar, CVC4 solves fewer of the benchmarks, and takes longer per benchmark. The syntactic template is helpful only
in cases where non-trivial constants are needed and the non-trivial constants are
contained within the template.
We ran EUSolver on the benchmarks with the syntactic templates, but the
bitvector support is incomplete and missing some key operations. As a result
EUSolver was unable to solve any benchmarks in the set, and so we have not
included the results in the table.
Benefit of Literal Constants. We have investigated how useful the constants
in the problem speciﬁcation are, and have tried a conﬁguration that seeds all
constants in the problem speciﬁcation as hints into the synthesis engine. This
proved helpful for basic CEGIS only but not for the CEGIS(T ) conﬁgurations.
Our hypothesis is that the latter do not beneﬁt from this because they already
have good support for computing constants. We dropped this option in the
results presented in this section.
5.5

Threats to Validity

Benchmark Selection: We report an assessment of our approach on a diverse
selection of benchmarks. Nevertheless, the set of benchmarks is limited within
the scope of this paper, and the performance may not generalise to other benchmarks.
Comparison with State of the Art: CVC4 has not, as far as we are aware, been
used for synthesis of bitvector functions without syntactic templates, and so this
unanticipated use case may not have been fully tested. We are unable to compare
all results to other solvers from the SyGuS Competition because EUSolver and
EUPhony do not support synthesizing bitvector programs without a syntactic
template, EUSolver’s support for bitvectors is incomplete even when used with a
template, LoopInvGen and DryadSynth do not support bitvectors, and E3Solver
tackles only Programming By Example benchmarks [5].
Choice of Theories: We evaluated the beneﬁts of CEGIS(T ) in the context of
two speciﬁc theory instances. While the improvements in our experiments are
signiﬁcant, it is uncertain whether this will generalise to other theories.
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Related Work

The traditional view of program synthesis is that of synthesis from complete
speciﬁcations [21]. Such speciﬁcations are often unavailable, diﬃcult to write, or
expensive to check against using automated veriﬁcation techniques. This has led
to the proposal of inductive synthesis and, more recently, of oracle-based inductive synthesis, in which the complete speciﬁcation is not available and oracles
are queried to choose programs [19].
A well-known application of CEGIS is program sketching [29,31], where the
programmer uses a partial program, called a sketch, to describe the desired implementation strategy, and leaves the low-level details of the implementation to an
automated synthesis procedure. Inspired by sketching, Syntax-Guided Program
Synthesis (SyGuS) [2] requires the user to supplement the logical speciﬁcation
provided to the program synthesizer with a syntactic template that constrains
the space of solutions. In contrast to SyGuS, our aim is to improve the eﬃciency
of the exploration to the point that user guidance is no longer required.
Another very active area of program synthesis is denoted by component-based
approaches [1,13–15,17,18,25]. Such approaches are concerned with assembling
programs from a database of existing components and make use of various techniques, from counterexample-guided synthesis [17] to type-directed search with
lightweight SMT-based deduction and partial evaluation [14] and Petri-nets [15].
The techniques developed in the current paper are applicable to any componentbased synthesis approach that relies on counterexample-guided inductive synthesis.
Heuristics for constant synthesis are presented in [11], where the solution
language is parameterised, inducing a lattice of progressively more expressive
languages. One of the parameters is word width, which allows synthesizing programs with constants that satisfy the speciﬁcation for smaller word widths.
Subsequently, heuristics extend the program (including the constants) to the
required word width. As opposed to this work, CEGIS(T ) denotes a systematic
approach that does not rely on ad-hoc heuristics.
Regarding the use of SMT solvers in program synthesis, they are frequently
employed as oracles. By contrast, Reynolds et al. [27] present an eﬃcient encoding able to solve program synthesis constraints directly within an SMT solver.
Their approach relies on rephrasing the synthesis constraint as the problem of
refuting a universally quantiﬁed formula, which can be solved using ﬁrst-order
quantiﬁer instantiation. Conversely, in our approach we maintain a clear separation between the synthesizer and the theory solver, which communicate in a
well-deﬁned manner. In Sect. 5, we provide a comprehensive experimental comparison with the synthesizer described in [27].

7

Conclusion

We proposed CEGIS(T ), a new approach to program synthesis that combines
the strengths of a counterexample-guided inductive synthesizer with those of a
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theory solver to provide a more eﬃcient exploration of the solution space. We
discussed two options for the theory solver, one based on FM variable elimination
and one relying on an oﬀ-the-shelf SMT solver. Our experiments results showed
that, although slower than CVC4, CEGIS(T ) can solve more benchmarks within
a reasonable time that require synthesizing arbitrary constants, where CVC4
fails.
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